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ORC LICENSE 
 
This Open RPG Creative license (“ORC License”) grants the right to use Licensed Material subject to the 

terms and conditions set forth and referenced as follows: 

 

I. Definitions. 

a. Product Identity means trademarks, trade dress, and non-functional and creative expressions 

that are not essential to, or can be varied without altering, the ideas or methods of operation of 

a game, including works of visual art, music and sound design, and clearly expressed and 

sufficiently delineated characters, character organizations, dialogue, settings, locations, worlds, 

plots, or storylines, including proper nouns and the adjectives, names, and titles derived from 

proper nouns. The term Product Identity shall in no event include elements that have been 

previously designated as Licensed Material, that are Adapted Licensed Material, that constitute 

Third Party Product Identity, or that are in the public domain. 

b. Licensed Material means (1) any material contained in a Work that would otherwise constitute 

Product Identity but that has been expressly identified as Licensed Material by a Licensor, and 

(2) those expressions contained in a Work of ideas and methods of operation of a game, that 

are comprised of systems, procedures, processes, rules, laws, instructions, heuristics, routines, 

functional elements, commands, structures, principles, methodologies, operations, devices, and 

concepts of play, and the limitations, restraints, constraints, allowances, and affordances 

inherent in gameplay, including but not limited to expressions describing the function of or 

providing instructions as to the following: 

i. Creation and play of player and non-player characters (such as statistics, attributes, 

statblocks, traits, classes, jobs, alignments, professions, proficiencies, abilities, spells, 

skills, actions, reactions, interactions, resources, and equipment); 

ii. Systems and classifications applicable to gameplay (such as alignments, backgrounds, 

classes, experience points, levels and leveling up, encounters, combat, initiative and turn 

order, movement, monster statistics, creature types, traps, conditions, buffs and debuffs, 

terrain types, challenge ratings, difficulty classes, skill checks, saving throws, resting and 

resource management, classification of magic systems, spell and ability effects, looting, 

items and equipment, diplomacy systems, dialogue options, and outcome determination); 

iii. Methods of determining success, failure, or outcome, and any expressions of such methods 

or of such successes, failures, or outcomes; and 

iv. Methods and mediums by which players play the game (such as dice rolling, random 

number generation, coin flipping, card drawing and play, applying modifiers to results of 

chance, creating or filling in character sheets, moving and interacting with tokens or 

figurines, drawing maps and illustrations, speaking, messaging, acting, pantomime, writing 

notes, asking questions, and making statements). 

For the avoidance of doubt, the term “Licensed Material” expressly excludes Product Identity 

except to the limited extent expressly designated as such by the Licensor in the notice published 

pursuant to Article III. 

c. Adapted Licensed Material means Derivative Works that Use all or any portion of the Licensed 

Material that You create or publish to the limited extent that such Derivative Works would 

otherwise constitute those forms of Licensed Material set forth in Section I.b.(2) above. 

Adapted Licensed Material expressly excludes works that would constitute Product Identity. 

d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights closely related to 

copyright including, without limitation, performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui 
Generis Database Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or categorized. In no 

event shall Copyright and Similar Rights include trademark or patent rights. 
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SORRY FOLKS, FINAL DRAFT COMING SOON! 

 

Thanks for all your help!  You have made the ORC so much better! 

 

Kindly, 

Brian 


